NOTES:
- The plot is based on broad-brush washes with specials.
- Any and all alterations to this, the House Hang, must be restored.
- Almost without exception, and due to the acoustic clouds hanging in the Auditorium, everywhere there is a clear shot to the stage a lamp has been hung.
- Almost without exception, open areas on the plot DO NOT have a usable sightline to the stage.
- Most non-gobo-wash lekos have R119 or R132 (frost). Not noted on plot.

MORE NOTES:
- ** On Gel # = Dichroic Gobo Equivalent
  - 3220° = Rosco 3220 Double CT Blue
  - 80° = Rosco 1080 Primary Blue
  - 68° = Rosco 5100 Light Blue Green
  - 37° = Rosco 1337 Pale Pink
  - 26° = Rosco 6100 Flame Red
  - 22° = Rosco 5900 Orange

** = Top Pipe
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